Minutes
Peace Offerings Meeting
May 1995

Attendance: Ruth, Kim, Stu, Anne C

Budget Report: See Attached

We need to cut 4,000 in expenses to balance the budget. This will come from building costs and promotion. Ruth will bring a more detailed budget to the next meeting so we can decide the specifics. People thought we could bring in a little extra money by doing more outside sales. Stu recommended that unpaid bills show up in the budget. A look at the cash flow shows that we run in the red until December. We may want to ask for loans early this year.

Ideas to help promotion: We will look at tabling at SUNYA, the Capital Craft Fair, put SHC flyers around town.

Tour:

Kim reported that the we received $1000 from the Arts Commission for one women to come to the US on the Marketplace tour. We will have 9 women in albany from Latin America on Nov 4th and 5th for workshops, demonstrations and forums. We will set up a committee to work on this.

June events:

10% off sale for gays/lesbians for June
Stu is coordinating Clearwater tabling
Reszin and Ruth are coordinating Old Songs table
We will organize events for Hiroshima/Nagasaki - videos, crane making... Stu and Ruth to work on.
Something for come Sunday at the end of August

Next Meeting: to start planning for Christmass ordering.